MIAMI-DADE
REPUBLICAN MAYOR
GIMENEZ SHRINKS
GOVERNMENT SO SMALL
IT CAN’T CONDUCT
ELECTION

Grover Norquist
must be very
proud of MiamiDade Mayor
Carlos Gimenez
(R), who has
shrunk the
county
government to a
size at which it
cannot conduct
an election.
The electoral maps showing Barack Obama’s reelection should be complete now, but Florida
once again has embarrassed itself completely by
being unable to conduct an election.
Fortunately, this time the outcome of the
election does not hinge on Florida’s 29
electoral votes and only one county appears to
be the problem instead of several counties
languishing in chaos.
Miami-Dade County has announced that it will not
have final election results until Wednesday
afternoon. The reports on how the election was
handled in parts of the county are truly ugly,

as voters in some precincts faced waits of seven
hours throughout the day:
The wait at the UTD Tower in Brickell
exceeded six hours throughout the day.
Even voters who arrived before the polls
opened at 7 a.m. found themselves stuck
in a seemingly endless line. At closing
time, hundreds remained to cast their
ballots.
Poll watchers said the precinct was
understaffed and poorly organized.
For one, poll workers had trouble
finding voters’ names in the hard-copy
registry because two precincts (and six
sub-precincts) were voting at one
location.
“This is the worst excuse for a precinct
I’ve ever seen,’’ said Manuel E.
Iglesias, a volunteer attorney for the
Romney campaign.
Of the eight ballot scanners, only two
were working. Only two people were able
to vote at any one time, he said.
Alexandra Lange, a 50-year-old Brickell
resident, waited more than six hours to
fill our her ballot. She left the
polling place irate.
“This is a mess,’’ she said. “There is a
bottleneck at the door. It is chaos.’’

Chaos due to small government would seem to be
the goal of Miami-Dade Mayor Carlos Gimenez.
From his own biography at the county’s website,
we see that he wishes to define himself in terms
of tax cuts and small government:
Mayor Gimenez brings decades of
invaluable public service experience to
the post, and continues to pursue a set
of clearly defined priorities that
reflect both his governing philosophy
and the challenges of the current

economic environment. After successfully
championing the largest tax cut in
County history during his first year in
office, due to a special election, his
priorities remain reducing the burden on
taxpayers and shrinking the size of
government, while preserving essential
public safety services and programs for
seniors and children.

It would seem that conducting an election does
not fit into Mayor Gimenez’ definition of an
essential government function. Grover Norquist
must be very proud of him.

